
Yesterday Bartosz and I had a “Lets do nothing at all day!!”
And we enjoyed it, Bartosz asked me what time i expected to start to ride the next day! 
around 6 am was his first guess.......!!!!

Well it is still going to be a relaxing trip even though i will ride a lot.
We talked a little back and forth and I decided to start at around 9 am.

My goal for the day was a little over 100km away, but “Its not bad, I will join you half way or 
maybe all the way, we will se!!” Was the reaction from Bartosz.
I don’t really know if i was i shock or just really happy about that news, my first companion 
on the trip. Made me smile.

After a good night sleep we wake up, I start packing my 
bags and all of the sudden, breakfast are served, 3 fried 
Eggs, 3 peaces of fried bred and coffee.
That guy sure make it hard to leave.. :-)
We start riding together, not really sure about the 
direction my private guide ask along the way. Now that i 
am not alone I have some one to show that not all cycle 
roads are drivable  for bicycle’s.
We have some laughs, detours and a lot of “hmmm 
where do we go from here??” along the first 70km to 
Wrzesnia where Bartosz decides to take the train back 
home. 
Talk about good company leaving!! 
We say our goodbyes and give a firm hand shake, and 
again I am on my own.
Its About 60km left, the sun are starting to pick up and the 
wind too unfortunately.
But it feels good riding.
I get to Konin witch I was told means “Horse city”
It seems like a big city but still a bit empty. No camping ground, still a running nose and 
coughing, I decide to get some dinner and find out where to sleep.

After dinner I find a Mc D Cafe with free wifi and start searching for a place to sleep, I find 
a Hostel not far from here and then the deal are sealed. I will sleep inside and get rid of 
this coughing.

When I get to the Hostel, I decide to try my luck on finding a 
couch in Lodz, and again my effort pays off. Tomorrow I will 
sleep at a couch in Lodz.
It feels like nothing can beat me these days. :-)


